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Valentine's Day 1975 

PLUS/J.HNUS GRADING SYSTEM 

The plus/minus grading system recommended by the Faculty Senate on 8 May 1973 and 
approved by President Mac Vittie on 10 May 1973 applies~ to undergraduate courses 
(100, 200, 300 level). Some faculty and students have assumed the plus/minus grading 
system also applied to graduate level courses (400, 500, 600) and some faculty utilized 
this system when submitting Fall 1974 grade reports for graduate courses. Even though 
the above policy does not include graduate level courses, the plus/minus grade submitted 
by faculty in graduate courses for Fall 1974 will be honored, and no change will be made 
in the final grade reports received by students in these graduate courses. 

The plus/minus grading system shall not be used in any graduate courses offered in 
Spring 1975. Faculty are requested not to utilize the plus-minus areas of the grade card 
when submitting final grades for students in graduate courses. 

If ~he plus/minus grading system is to apply to graduate courses, appropriate action 
by the Graduate Academic Affairs Committee, the Faculty Senate, and approval by President 
Mac Vittie shall be required. 

* * * * * * 

~me faculty have been puzzled to receive print-out of their students and ~rades for the 
Fall semester. These print-outs were intended to replace the old carbon copy forms con
taining this infonnation which used to be returned to department Chairmen after each 
sanester. 

* * * * * * 

The ~ull report of the Faculty Affairs sub-committee dealing with Tenure Review is being 
Publ1shed this week in Faculty Senate. If you receive only the one-sheet two-page version 
of Faculty Senate and want to know more about this report than is printed on the second 
P~ge of the summary please contact your Faculty Senator, Department Chairman or the 
Clrculation copy in your department. 

* * * * * * 

This weeks edition of Faculty Senate contains pages 184 to 197 . 
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Summary - Report of Co~m~ittee on "Tenure Review" 

A study by five members of the Faculty Affairs Committee. The Committee recommend~ 
that evaluation criteria for Non-Teaching Professionals be completely developed, but 
did not study these criteria because they have not yet been worked out sufficiently. · 

In evaluating teaching faculty the Committee thought that more weight should be given 
to departmental opinions and that new evaluation forms be developed for use by the whole 
college. It felt that if there is an unofficial tenure ratio that it should be changed 
to allow a higher proportion of tenured faculty. 

CRITERIA. There are professional criteria such as knowled9e of subject or teaching 
ability and "situational" criteria such as budget considerations, fashions in subject 
matter and duplication of expertise. Minimum professional standards are described in 
the "Department Chairperson•s Handbook". Form Hallows department chairmen and co~m~ittees 
to write evaluative paragraphs on mastery of subject matter, effectiveness in teaching, 
scholarly ability, effectiveness of university service and promise of continuing growth. 

Form I assigns a 50% weight to effectiveness of teaching, but this is hard to measure 
and is done differently in different departments. The Committee discovered that young 
faculty hear a lot more about situational criteria than about professional criteria. 
Some felt a lack of guidance as to what would be acceptable professionally and it was 
not clear whether tenure would follow from acceptable professional performances. Form I 
was felt to be particularly unsatisfactory. It is not equally appropriate to all depart
ments and it was felt that the administration actually assigns much more importance to 
research and publication than th 20% weight allotted on Form I. Even a high score in 
all categories of Form I may not lead to tenure being granted because of "situational" 
criteria, and this has a bad effect on faculty morale. 

The Committee recommends a new Form I in which, among other things, criteria for 
~valuating teach~ng effec~iveness.shall be spelled out. Each department weald negotiate 
1ts own Form 1 w1th the V1ce Pres1dent for Academic Affairs and make agreements so that 
the VPAA could accept with confidence the recommendations at the department level. 

EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES. In some departments the departmental committee and chairman 
recommendations are kept separate but in others this opportunity for dual evaluation is 
vitiated when the chairman is a member of the review committee. The composition of ~e 
department committee varies greatly from department to department. Both department 
chairmen and committees often assign high ratings to undeserving candidates. Both the 
Vice President and the Faculty Personnel Committee often find that supporting arguments 
from departments are inadequate. Departments are said to feel the need for more 
administrative guidance. 

To study teaching effectiveness some department members visit classes, interview 
students and examine course outlines. In some cases publications are judged by outside 
referees. The formation of the Faculty Personnel Committee has improved the procedure . 
for evaluation tenure decisions. The departments should have the principal resoonsibilltY 
for judging professional criteria, while the administrative judgements depend more on 
situational factors. 

TENURE QUOTAS. Many faculty at Geneseo believe that there is one here. Most facul~ 
and chairmen believe that the tenure ceiling is between 50 and 60 percent. The Committeede 
feels that the tenure ratio at Geneseo is not high enough. A higher percentage of tenur 
faculty would mean that faculty would be spending less time looking for jobs elsewhere, 
less money would be spent on recruiting and we could attract better faculty when if there 
were better possibilities for obtaining tenure. If stringent personnel policies and 
procedures are established there should be no danger of building a college with an un-
qualified tenured faculty. . 

The Committee's report should be studied in full by those interested in this questlon· 
Affirmative Action, the advantages to young faculty of retirement at 65 or 60 and on
going review recommendations are discussed as additional topics at the end of the report. 

! 
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The meeting was called to order by Chairman Hatheway at 4:10 p.m. Those members 
present were: V. Kemp, A. Craig, J. Curtin, P. Curtin, R. Judkins, J. Shackelford
Brinkman, F. Bright, J. Hogan, A. Heitzman, C. Vasey, J. Cross, M. Matlin, W. Berry, 
A. La verdi, J. Meyer, J. Schumaker, J. McNally. Visitors were: L. Cas 1 er, P. Hep 1 er, 
J. Bernstock, C. Broh, P. Scanlan, J. Herlihy, P. DeMarte. 

The agenda was approved after ArH 288 was p~aced later until representatives 
arrived. 

CHAIRMAN Is REPORT 
Mr. Hatheway noted that most faculty members were receiving questionnairs regarding 

the present grading policy. He stated that this questionnaire had been composed by a 
~CAd Hoc Committee (Rick Smith, Chairman) which was established in November, 1974. 
The committee is attempting to explore whether grades being given are too high, and 
ff so, what can be done about ft. The committee will give a report in mid-February. 

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS · 
Curriculum - Mrs. Schumaker 
PSc 213 Political Socialization: Ms. Schumaker asked if the course had been 

previously taught as an experimental course, and Mr. Broh said yes. He noted that 
no changes had s i nee been made in the course. Ms. Schumaker noted that there was some 
concern that the course might overlap with one offered by the Sociology Department. 
Ms. Kemp noted that Mr. Broh had engaged in dfscusston with Messrs. Hatson, and 
Hengst and that the Sociology Department had issued a memo favoring PSc 213. She added 
that the Anthropology Department had expressed in wrftfng no concern regarding 
redundancy. Ms. Schumaker expressed concern that the course overlapped with the 
Voting Behavior course, and Mr. Broh replied that he intends to teach the topic of 
political socialization with an approach different from the one employed in the Voting 
Behavior course. He further stated that he now feels all areas pertaining to voting 
behavior are now covered. Ms. Schumaker moved approval of PSc 213, and it was passed 
unanimously. 

Hi.s 181 Introduction to East As fa: Ms. Schumaker expressed concern that the 
course was offered for non-majors and Mr. Scanlan noted that when the course was 
offered 1n a slot, most students were non-majors. Ms. Kemp noted that the course could 
be offered as a slot course but would have to be approved again to be taught a third 
time. Ms. Schumaker suggested that the course be offered as His 100, a slot course 
which wouldn't be listed in the bulletin, as the subcommittee was concern6d about the 
large number of history courses currently listed 1n the bulletin. Mr. Scanlan agreed 
to thfs change and His 100 was moved for approval and unanimously accepted. 

Psy 390 Psychology and Literature: Ms. Schumaker was concerned that only Psy 100 
was a pre-requisite and that the bibliography had no psychology content. Mr. Casler 
noted that he intended to use primary sources and cover the psychology background in 
lectures, thereby reducing any difficulties non-majors might encounter in the course. 
He urged that the course be open to non-majors. Ms. Kemp suggested that the course be 
lowered to a 200 level - open course, and Ms. Schumaker moved approval of the course 
as Psy 289. It was unanimously passed. 

t 
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INT 388 The AnJerican Presidency was tabled until a representative could be present. 1 

Four Year B.S. Degree in Special fducatton with N-6 Elementary Education Certifi
cation: Ms. Schumaker noted that the 57 hours required by the program exceeds the 
50-hour limit poltcy, and asked ff any overlapped. It was noted by Mr. De Marte and 
Mr. Herlihy that the only overlap that might exist was 1n the area of Teaching of 
Reading, but no overlap existed in other areas. The representatives also noted that 
students would be assessed upon entrance to the program and would be placed according 
to , the1r abilities. Mr. Herlihy suggested that modifications of the program be made 
after the program has been fn operation for one year. Concern was expressed by 
Messrs. Berry and Judkins that the 57 hours requirement would greatly weaken a student's 
Liberal Arts background. Ms. Kemp noted that in the past, administrator's insistence 
on a liberal Arts background has weakened the professional programs . She further 
noted that other schools offer programs similar to the one being considered and have 
found them successful. Ms. Schumaker moved approval of the Four-Year B.S. Degree in 
Special Education with N-6 Elementary Education Certification under the following 
conditions: {1) add Psychology 100 under major department additions, (2) all changes 
made on December 3, 1974 with respect to specific courses in the Special Education Core 
also apply to this program, (3) Change in guidance of students fn category E will also 
be included in this pro9ram, (4) On page 2 of Form P the degree requirements be 
amended as follows: {a) after "24 hours" tnclude Cores I, II, and III respectively, 
(b) delete the last sentence of the first paragraph, (5) Students take 15 hours of 
Cores I and II in the competency based program and 7 1/2 hours of student teaching in 
elementary education, {6) this program be approved fn exception to the 50-hour limit, 
(7) this program be reviewed in Spring, 1977. The motion was passed. 

ArH 288 Nineteenth Century Art: Ms. Schumaker asked if all material could be 
covered in one semester, and Ms. Bernstock said yes, 1f time was spent mainly on one 
or two representative artists. She further stated that approximately 65% of the 
bibliographY listed was in the library, and that slides were mainly used. Ms . Sch~ker 
asked what kind of projectS .. would be required of the students, and Ms. Bernstock 
sa1d she generally poanned to have the students develop an original project pertaining 
to the period under study. Ms. Schumaker asked if the course would eventually be 
added to the curriculum, and Mr. Hepler replied affirmatively. Ms. Kemp noted that th~ 
addition of Art History courses had perhaps been 1n response to Vice President Colahan 5 
request to provide students with more choice in this area . Ms. Shackelford-Brinkman 
suggested that the course be approved as a 200-level penmanent course. Ms. Schumaker 

1 

moved approva 1 of the course as a 200-1 eve 1 pennanent offer1 ng, and the motion was passed 
unanimously. i 

POLICIES - M·r. Judkins. No report . 

The meeting adjourned at 5:35 p.m. 
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The Faculty Affairs Committee met in CU 322 on February 4, 1975 at 4 P.M. 
w. Brennan, D. Donnelly, R. Lougeay, W. Mahood, D. Martin, T. Nickson, V. Rabe, R. Roecker, 
P. Schaefer, J. Scholes, A. Shank, R. Smith, and J. Watson were present. 

Chairman Scholes presented the report of the subcommittee reviewing tenure 
s procedures and criteria. Mr. Scho 1 es outlf ned the findings of the subcommittee and its 

rec011111endations for further action. The subcommittee confined its study to tenure 
practices relative to the teaching faculty, and was unable to address itself to comparable 
tenure procedures involving the non-teaching professional staff. After discussion, the ~. 
CoD111ittee accepted the report of the subconrnittee by a unanimous vote. The full report 
will be published in Faculty Senate. 

The subcommittee examining procedures for evaluation of administrators gave a report 
on its initial deliberations about management-confidential administrators. The legitimacy 
of such evaluations was discussed, and an earlier statement of the State University 
CMncellor was cited as authorization to develop a policy about these matters. The 
Conmittee will explore the question of implementation of any recommended procedures on this 
campus with President Mac Vittie. · 

W. Mahood reported for the subcommittee investigating final examination and calendar 
problems. These subjects are also the concern of other committees of the Senate and of 
Student Government. A questionnaire is being developed to get campus opinion about ·these 
matters. 

Professor Mahood asked that future effort of the Committee be directed to questions 
I of what a faculty load is, and when such loads are assigned. 

The meeting adjourned at 5:23 P.M. 

Respectfully submitted, 

P. Schaefer, Acting Recorder 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITIEE ON "TENURE REVIEW 11 

The following report 1s based upon a review of the existing criteria and 
evaluative procedures now governing tenure decisions at the State University 
College at Geneseo and explores the question of tenure ratios. The review has 
shown that over the past several years, progress has been made in attempts both 
to clarify the criteria and to refine the procedures for evaluation. But it is also 
clear from the review that a great deal remains to be done if we are to have 
standards which are applicable to and understood by individual departments-
differing as they do in composition and roles--and procedures which are uniformly 
stringent and thorough. 

At the request of President MacVittie for an advisory opinion on these 
questions, a 11 tenure review coiTI11ittee .. comprised of five members of the Faculty 
Affairs Committee of the Senate has studied the questions for several months. 
The committee has interviewed faculty and administration from all levels of the 
tenure review process and has studied the literature related to larger questions 
of tenure, es~ecially tenure quotas. The committee consulted representative 
departmental personnel committees and department chairmen, the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and the Acting Vice President, and representatives of the 
Faculty Personnel Committee. It also interviewed individual faculty members, 
including some recently granted tenure, some recently denied tenure, and some 
about to undergo tenure review. 

The committee had to limit its review to conditions affecting teaching 
faculty because local criteria and evaluative procedures involving Non-Teaching 
Professionals are only in the developmental stage. In the absence of developed 
materials or past experience--this being the first year in which tenure decisions 
will be made for Non-Teaching Professionals--the committee could only urge that 
action go forward without delay and that members of the NTP staff be involved in 
the development of these criteria and procedures. 

The report is divided into four sections, dealing with "Criteria," 
.. Evaluative Procedures," 11Tenure Quotas," and "Additional Matters." The corrmittee 
calls attention to the detailed recommendations which are to be found in each 
of these parts of the report. 

In brief, the report concludes that our goal should be the continued refine
ment of standards and evaluative procedures to the point that tenure judgments 
rendered at the department level can be accepted by the administration and acted 
upon with confidence. To this end, new standard forms must be developed which 
are appropriate not only to the college as a whole but to the specific needs of 
individual departments. These forms must develop clearer statements of 
professional standards. Standards for excellence in teaching and procedures for 
evaluating teaching especially require attention. The answer to the question of 
tenure quotas is to be found to a large extent in the answers to the questions of 
professional criteria and evaluative procedures. The committee believes that the 
existing tenure ratio should be allowed to increase as fully qualified candidates 
become available for continuing appointment. 
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CRITERIA 

The following discussion centers 4n those criteria \\'h1ch concern professional 
standards. That does not ignore the fact that what might be called "situational" 
criteria--that is, such practical considerations as budget, enrollments, program 
needs, and social priorities--enter significantly into tenure decisions, but since 
no formal statements of "situational'1 criteria have been developed, they will be 
dealt with only incidentally. The criteria by which professional quality is to 
assessed are, however, made known formally in several ways.* There is first a 
general statement of minimum professional standards, developed and adopted by the 
Faculty Senate and approved by President MacVittie in 1970. This statement appears 
fn each publication of the "Department Chairperson's Handbook". Other, more 
particular descriptions of criteria have been developed in the Office of the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs and since 1971 have been incorporated in standard 
forms used by all academic departments as part of their evaluation proc6dures. These 
standard forms reflect the criteria in the guidelines established by the Board of 
Trustees and published in the "Policies of the Board of Trustees" (Article XII, A,l). 

· One of these, Form H, follows precisely the categories printed in the "Policies" 
and calls for written evaluations of "mastery of subject mattC!r," "effectiveness in 
teaching," ~sthol arly ability," "effectiveness of university service," and promise of 
11COnti nui ng growth". 

The other, Form I, ·establishes weighted values for scholarship, . professional 
activities, service activities, and effectiveness in teaching; for each of these 
categories, it requires weighted evaluations. Form I is in part rigid and in part 
flexible. It assigns a fixed 50% weight to teaching effectiveness and a 20% weight 
to scholarly activities but it permits departmental discretion in dividing the other 
30% among the remain1ng'categories. Form I also establishes normal guidelines for 
npromotion and/or contiouing appointment": for promotion to Associate Professor, for 
example, a score of 60-75 on the rating fonn and a "minimum of doctor's degree or 
equivalent" are required. Similar requirements are set down for other ranks. ~he 
form does not indicate the minimum score or degree required of those to be cons1dered 
for tenure; the implication, however, is that the requirement for promotion to associate 
professor and the requirement for tenure consideration would be similar. 

These two forms developed by the Vice President's Office and the general statement 
adopted by the Faculty Senate constitute the published statements of professional 
criteria at Geneseo. In the ·normal order of business all three statements are 
distributed to each Department Chairperson and through this officer presumably, to ea~h 
Department Personnel Committee. At the level where first appraisals are made, there
fore, there is no question that these published criteria are known. For those undergoin 
evaluation, matters are not eq~ally clear. It does not seem to be common practice for 
chairpersons or committees to i interpret for younger faculty how the general criteria 
relate to the departmental setting. As a result, rumor provides the glosses, and 
paradoxically, many may have heard more of "situational" criteria than of these 
published professional criteria. As one young faculty member observed, "Very seldom 
do we talk about academic quality, but we hear daily about budget, FTE's, and such 
matters". Other typical observations from those who have either just undergone 
consideration for tenure or are about to be reviewed suggest a general lack of 
information: "We have no idea what is acceptable and what is not"; "Most faculty 
members are pretty hazy about what criteria are used to evaluate their colleagues"· 
11There should be some clue as to what would do it". ' 
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As to the clarity and appropriateness of the published criteria, the heart of th 
matter seems to lie in the difficulties associated with Form I. This form was e 
developed in an attempt to satisfy a serious need for defined standards and prioritie 
As such it was an important step. But in practi~e, Form I has not satisfied this n e~· 
It has, in fact, cre~ted many of the present difficulties experienced by the varfou; · 
academic deparitments in making their evaluations. 

Form ':'I 11 is not looked upon with confidence. A first difficulty is that the form 
is not equally appropriate to all deparrments and disciplines, with the consequence 
that department chairpersons use the form with uncertainty and with varyi~g perceptionsz 
as to the standards implied. This seems especially true in regard to publ1cation. 
Since the measures of 11Scholarly or creative achievement, .. for example, vary from 
discipline to discipline, questions arise as to what constitutes substantial achieve~ 
ment--in frequency of publication, numbers of pages published, or place of publication. 

Most faculty seem to believe that the percentages prescribed for the various 
categories in Form I are different from those actually being used by the administration . . 
SpecificallyJ~it is widely believed that research and publication are given much more 
weight than the 20% allotted on the form. Indeed, some believe that they are, in 
practice, considered more important than teaching effectiveness, which is assigned a 
50% weight on the form. This perception has a negative effect on both morale and on th 9 

quality of teaching, particularly in regard to individualized instruction and super
vision of undergraduate research. Similar lack of confidence is felt regarding 
11 flexible" categories. Doubts are expressed that the priorities which departments 
can assign under Form I will be priorities that the administration actually concurs ir. 
and accepts. 

Additional difficulties result from the prescription of numerical weights: sue~: 
a presbription can raise false hopes and give a distorted impression of the actual 
decision-making process. When a candidate for tenure scores high on this form, the 
normal expectation is that continuing appointment will be forthcoming. But 
11Situationa1 11 criteria may dictate otherwise, with the consequence that not only the 
candidate but all those who know the candidate's position lose faith in the process, 
or develop a sense of absurdity in:' the whole matter. There is also a distorted 
sense of the role such scores play in the final decision. As the Faculty Personnel 
Committee point out, the final decision is based on all categories set down in Fo~s 
Hand I, but it is a .. judgmental" matter and is not the result of a counting up for 
points. 

Further, the figures called for ~Y the form are subject to easy manipulation. 
Department Chairpersons, recognizing the minimum values required of a candidate, 
readily adjust figures on the form to -fit their judgment of a particular case. 

Finally, there is the problem of assessing teaching effectiveness. As will be 
seen in the discussion of evaluative procedures later in the report, this is the most 
nebulous area of all, and although there is little disagreement as to its importance 
or of the numerical weight assigned to it in Form "I", standards must be clarified. 

Even though Form "I" lies at the heart of much of the difficulty in present 
understanding of criteria, the committee agrees that some equivalent to Form "I 11 

is essential. The committee therefore recommends the following: 

l) that the Faculty affairs Committee develop a new Fonn "In in general 
terms which are applicable to all departments, this form to be 
presented to the Senate and the President for adoption and approval. 
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2) that in the revision of Form 11111 special attention be given to the 
criteria and procedures by which teaching effectiveness is to be 
judged, 

3) that upon the adoption of a new Fonn "1 11
, each deparbnent establish 

specific departmental standards, conforming to the general require
ments established by Form "1 11 but appropriate to the special 
circumstances existing in that department; and that each department 
work out these specifications to the satisfaction of both themselves 
and the Vice President for Academic Affairs so that, in effect, 
there is a finm agreement between the two parties that these 
standards will be the basis for judgment of tenure cases in that 
department, 

4) that a new Fonn "I" and departmental specifications within that fonn 
having been negotiated, tenure decisions can be made at the department 
level and accepted with confidence by the administration, 

5) that any group which will consider 11Situational"..:criteria in arriving 
at their decision should make this fact known to those who are subject 
to their review, 

6) that similar specific standards and forms be developed immediately 
for Non-Teaching Professionals, with their participation. (The 
apparent absence of these at the present time makes this a matter 
of some urgency lest decisions on continuing appointments this year 
are to be dealt with on an ad hoc basis by each division.) 

EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES 

Over the past several years, as the college community has become increasingly 
aware of the need for careful, informed review of all tenure cases, the procedures for 
evaluation have become increasingly careful and thorough, at both the administrative 
and departmental levels. It is clear, however, that we still have much to do. 
De~pite the positive gains since 1970, our procedures vary in sophistication from one 
department to the next, communications between departments and administration are not 
adequate, and the opportunities for participation in the decision-making need to be 
extended. 

Basic to the system as it has presently evolved is a two-track approach to tenure 
decisions. This approach is taken at the departmental level and again at the all
college level. It has become standard procedure to require that two separate 
evaluations be made at the department level. one by the department chairman and the 
other b y a department review committee. Their judgments are then forwarded, 
separately, to the next level, where again a two-track system is in effect. At this 
leve~ the*Vice President for Academic Affairs and an elected Faculty Personnel 
Commtttee • sharing data, make their separate evaluations of each tenure candidate 
adnd.forward their recommendations, again separately, to the President for final 
ec1s1on at the college level. 

* This 5-member committee served its first term in 1974. It was the result of 
Faculty Senate recOITIIlendations approved by President.:MacVittie in 1973. 
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The two-track approach has the merit of providing opportunity for faculty 
opinion to be voiced at both the departmental and all-college level of evaluation, 
and of enlarging the perspective brought to each tenure decision. The responsi
bility of individual departments is heavy, however, for they provide the essential 
data on which judgments can be made; the Vice President and the Faculty Personnel 
Committee are largely dependent upon information developed by the departments. 
Because their responsibility is large, it seems especially important that all 
departments be brought to a full awareness of what is required. 

Considerable difference exists from department to department in the make-up and 
operation of the departmental review committees, as is only to be expected from the 
variations in departmental size and nature. At the same time, there is need for 
greater uniformity in their composition and in their evaluative procedures. Some of 
the smallest departments, with the fewest occasions or even opportunities to make 
tenure decisions, have evolved procedures which are, ironically, much more sophisti
cated than to be found in departments more than twice their size. The two-track 
system is carefully observed 1 n some departments so as to provide the two distinctly 
separate opinions called for. In others, the department chairman's membership on the 
review committee immediately vitiates the two-track system because he acts as a member 
of the committee as well as independently. In some departments there is opportunicy 
for both tenured and untenured faculty to serve; in others, only tenured faculty sem. 
Some memberships are elected; some are simply comprised of "all tenured faculty ... 
Variety in committee membership may be inescapable and even advantageous, but some 
uniformity seems desirable, not only to sustain a two-track system but to insure that 
all candidates have a similar opportunity for review. 

Over-all performance at the department level is equally varied. Department 
committees seem to have been the least effective link in the process to date. This 
may be a function of leadership provided by department chairmen--there seems to be a 
relationship between the attitudes of the chairmen and those of the department 
committee--and may stem from incomplete understanding of the c00111ittee's role and the 
over-all situation. 

For a variety of possible reasons, the tendency among both chairmen and review 
ccmnittees has been to assign high rating to tenure candidates even when such rating~ 
are clearly undeserved. The Vice President for Academic Affairs find this tendency. 
to be one of the key difficulties in accepting departmental rec011111endations. His v1ew I 
is reinforced by the Faculty Personnel Committee who are also concerned at the high 
ratings given to faculty who have, in reality, accomplished little. Whatever the 
reasons--weaknesses in Form I. failure to take into account long-run considerations of 
the department and individual capacity for professional growth, soft-heartedness, 
failures in communication between administration and department--it is a~parent that 
steps must be taken to clarify the issues and establish confidence on both sides. 

A second difficulty experienced by both the Faculty Personnel Committee and the 
Vice President is that the supporting arguments which accompany departmental 
recommendations are often inadequate. In many cases, neither the review committees 
nor the chairmen provide adequate justification for their tenure judgments. Here the 
difficulty is, in part, one of communication. Departments apparently expect more ( 
response than they receive from the administration regarding the adequacy of materials 
supplied. Clarification is in order. 

A more basic reason for the inadequate justifications may be in the inadequacy 
of departmental evaluative procedures. There is a considerable difference among . 
departments in their approaches to the problem, with some rather perfunctory in the1r I 
reviews. and others most conscientious. 
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Teaching effectiveness seems to be the most difficult to document. Some depart· 
ments make elaborate efforts to determine the quality of teaching evidenced by their 
cand1dates··they visit classes, several times ff necessary ("until we are satisfied''); 
they interview a substantial number of students, 25 or more; they examine course cutlines 
and examinations. Other departments apparently depend largely on hearsay and student· 
teacher evaluations. Still others neither visit classes (considering such visits 
"unprofessional") nor take note of any student evaluations (considering them "worth
less"). In view of the importance placed upon teaching and the difficulties and wide 
variations in appraising it, guidelines for evaluating teaching should be a principal 
feature of a revised Fonn I. 

In an effort to document their case, some departments make use of outside refere~s 
who can attest to professional excellence of publications and the like. Again there is 
little uniformity in procedure and no agreed upon standards, with the consequence thai: 
some of this documentation is accepted and some ignored at the next level of judgmer.t, 
and a degree of capricious uncertainty accompanies the process. 

The effectiveness of faculty participation is to a significant degree dependent 
upon the performance of department chairmen and review committees. The extent of the 
participation is another matter. Through the chairmen and the review committees, 
faculty have opportunity for active participation in the initial stages of tenure· 
review. Consequently those undergoing review have opportunity at this level for 
judgment by their peers. But in most cases, once the recommendations have gone 
forward, participation ceases. One symptom of this condition may be the uneasiness 
felt by those departments who do not learn whether their documentation is both 
appropriate and adequate. As initiators of first judgments and of the basic materiais 
used at the next level, all those who participated in the original decision should 
be involved in any further negotiations that may occur. 

There does remain the involvement of the Faculty Personnel Committee in the final 
reconrnenda tions, but on occasion even this corranittee does not participate. Such an 
occasion arises when a candidate who has not ~uite completed the maximum six-year 
probationary period when a tenure decision becomes mandatory is considered only as a 
candidate for renewal and not for tenure. Normally, where a faculty member has 
already been renewed at least once--especially when a fifth year of service will have 
been completed when the term expires--and is again subject to renewal, there should 
be opportunity for peer review at the final level of recommendation. Such cases 
should be considered by the Faculty Personnel Committee. Abrogation of this 
opportunity on technical grounds has strong effect on faculty morale and weakens 
confidence in the evaluative procedure. 

. The recent move to establish a Faculty Personnel Committee has proved to be an 
lmportant and positive step forward. The work of this committee has done much to build 
confidence in both faculty and administration that difficult professional judgments 
can be made equitably and with concern for the best interests of the college as a 
~hole, both now and for the future. This committee is seen as having had a significant 
lmpact on tenure decisions. 

The procedures of the Faculty Personnel COI11Tli.ttee show that the two-track system 
is carefully observed at this level. Having been informed of the names of tenure 
candidates (faculty completing their sixth year of serfi~e), the committee is given a 
folder for each candidate containing the same information available to the Vice 
President: recommendations made by department chairmen and department review 
committees, and materials called for and submitted by the candidates themselves. 
Committee members examine these folders independently and then the entire committee 
assembles for a group discussion. An infonmal discussion between the committee and 
the Vice President follows, which the comnittee has found to be "very informative 
on both sides." Meeting again as a committee, a secret ballot is taken to establish 
the collective committee decision. This committee decision is registered as a 
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simple "yes" or "non; individual votes are not revealed. 

If in the course of their deliberations, new materials are needed and secured 
the committee shares this new evidence with the Vice President. Occasionally, for, 
example, the committee has found departmental justifications inadequate and has 
written to department chairmen and review committees for further information. 
Where it has felt a lack of competence in judginQ an academic speciality, it has souo~t 
professional opinion from outside the college. (An honorarium is paid for this • 
service.) 

Departmental needs enter into the committee judgment, but tenure ratios do not. 
The committee is aware of tenure ratios within departments but has no rule to foll~ 
and "does not 1i ke to think in quotas." In practice, the committee has recolll11ended 
tenure for a candidate from a largely tenured department. 

The first experience with the committee has met with general approval by the 
college community, but the committee itself realizes that added experience will make 
it more effective. Although it has been able to develop an over-view of the college 
situation, some committee members feel that the term of office must be extended, 
perhaps to five years, if the committee is to 11 really know what is going on." 
At present, candidates for tenure have the possibility of appearing before the 
Vice President and President; there is no opporlunity to appear before the Faculty 
Personnel Committee. 

Although the Faculty Personnel Committee and the Vice President share infonnation 
and both consider the broader needs of the college, the judgments made by the 
Vice President seem to focus more sharply on "situational" criteria. Consideration 
is given to such matters as curricular flexibility, probable future program needs 
{not only in enrollments but in kinds of programs), and budgetary constraints. The 
Vice President's office has more immediate and first-hand knowledge of such matters 
than any of the other recommending agencies and is not only more able to apply such 
criteria but more properly the office where they should be applied in the evaluative 
procedure. 

The procedures by which the Vice President evaluates candidates--either in the 
light of "situational" or professional criteria--are not published. In arriving at 
his recommendations, however, the Vice President depends upon the information 
supplied by departments and by his own advisors and staff; as in the case of the 
Faculty Personnel Committee, his decision is a "judgmental" matter, which takes into 
consideration not only professional qualifications but over-all conditions in the 
college and university. 

On the basis of its study of the existing procedures, the Committee recommends: 

1) that the procedures of the Faculty Personnel Committee and copies 
of Forms G, H, and I should be included in the College Handbook, 

2) that where further negotiation of a tenure decision takes place 
after recommendations have gone forward from the departmental 
level, those who participated in the original decision be allowed 
to participate in the further negotiations, 

3) that some minimum standards of uniformity in the composition and 
procedures of departmental review committees be worked out, 

4) that communications between administration and departments be 
improved in regard to required documentation of tenure recom
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5) that no short-circuiting of the two-track system be permitted 
which denies an already "renewed" faculty member a chance to be 
reviewed by the Faculty Personnel Committee. 

6) that there be a clearer division of labor between administration 
and departments which would allot to departments the main responsi
bility for judging professional competence and to the administration 
the judgments stemming from "situational" criteria (budgetary 
matters, etc.). ~ 

7) that all candidates for tenure review and for promotion to associate 
pr full professor be informed of the date by which they may expect 
a decision regarding their case so that the tensions now experienced 
by these faculty members can be eased to this extent. 

TENURE QUOTAS 

It is commonly believed that a de facto tenure quota policy for teaching facult~ 
has existed at Geneseo for at least two academic years . Despite the evidence of 
Chancellor Boyer's statement of January 17. 1974 "that no specific and absolute quote. 
ceiling should be placed on the number of tenured faculty permitted in the systemu; 
Resolution 46-06-1-PERP-V-7 of theLPersonnel Policies Committee passed by the 
University Faculty Senate at the February 1-2, 1974 meeting recommending that the 
Chancellor promulgate to chief administrative officers a statement containing (in 
part) a declaration that, "At present there is no quota on either tenure or specific 
ranks at SUNY;" and the National AAUP statement of October 18, 1973 (in AAUP Bulletin) 
denouncing tenure quotas; there is sufficient evidence to convince a large body of 
this faculty that a de facto tenure quota exists at both the departmental and college 
levels. The basis of this belief which is affirmed by this Committee, appears to rest 
primarily upon the public pronoun~ements of the President (for example, the statement 
made in The Compass of October 3, 1973 that President MacVittie would .. opt for • · . 
a rolling tenure system which would mean that broad guidelines are set 50-50. Fifty 
on tenure, fifty off tenure ••• 11 ) and the repeated statements by the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs to various Department Chairmen and Personnel Committees that a 
balance of tenured vs. non-tenured faculty in the respective departments is absolutely 
necessary. It has been claimed that, upon occasion, numerical ratios such as 50/50 
or 60/40 have been quoted by the· Vice President for Academic Affairs. Regardless of 
the bases of this belief, we have concluded that most faculty and department chainmen 
now believe that a de facto tenure quota exists with a ceiling in the range of 50 to 60 
percent. 

It is further believed that administrative preoccupation with a ceiling is more 
pronounced on this campus than at other comparable institutions, including other four
year colleges within SUNY. There is an apparent faculty concensus at Geneseo that the 
underlying basis of this de factor quota is budgetary. While the faculty are aware 
of the arguments put forward by this and other administrations that a ceiling is 
necessary upon tenure to insure institutional flexibility, this argument is viewed as 
only partially valid and as a mask for the 11 housekeepfng .. bias of the Office of 
Academic Affairs. The current policy of a de facto tenure quota is seen primarily as 
a rationalization for non-renewal of fully qualified faculty, especially in depart
ments which are already highly tenured. Thus, the effect of this perceived quota 
is to create a cynical atmosphere wherein it is commonly stated that the validity of 
professional peer group evaluation is compromised by administrative use of an 
arbitrary quota system. 
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This Convnittee does not dissent from the statement of Chancellor Boyer (1/17/197~) ( 
that "a healthy tenure - non·tenure ratio .. is necessary in SUNY (and at Geneseo} as · 
long as the existing Board of Trustees tenure policies prevail. However, we believe 
that the current ratio at Geneseo is not high and that a significant increase in the 
present balance would not injure the long run best interests of the College. We are 
persuaded by the model offered by the distinguished mathematician John G. Kernen~ , 
(

11The University in Steady State," Daedalus, Winter, 1975, 89-91, copy enclosed} that 
a modest increase in the present tenure balance at Geneseo, even under conditions of no 
growth, can allow a sufficiently high probability for new faculty to obtain tenure to 
improve markedly faculty morale without endangering the long run flexibility of the 
institution. Moreover, such an increase in the de facto tenure ratio would provide 
other discernible benefits such as: 

1. continuity of and innovation in the academic program based upon a more 
stable faculty which could give highest priority to institutional 
objectives rather than continuously attempting to relocate; 

2. reduction of the already considerable time and monies expended upon 
recruitment of new faculty; and, . 

3. an improvement in our ability to recruit high quality faculty as 
candidates for permanent appointment. The current administrative 
position towards recruitment is based upon a presumption that in a 
.. buyer's market" there are legions of highly qualified, excellently 
educated new Ph.D.s who would come to Geneseo if only offered the 
opportunity. This theory is, at best, questionable. We are aware 
of prospective candidates who have declined overtures from this 
college because of the apparent dim tenure prospects. If we recruit 
only easily available candidates on a rotating basis, they will 
become the pool for permanent appointments opened by attrition. Thus, 
over time, such a policy will weaken even the quality of our tenured 
faculty. 

In the memo of October 1, 1974, the President charged this Committee to .. examine V · 
need for estab 11 shrilent of a hea 1 thy tenure/non-tenure ba 1 a nee, and recol11Tlend what this 
balance, if any, should be for Geneseo." Upon investigation of this charge, we have 
concluded that most faculty believe a 11 balance" already exists and that it is too low 
for the good health of the institution in the present and the future. We believe that 
neither a specific ceiling or floor ratio need be specified but rather that the 
existing ratio be allowed to increase as fully qualified candidates are available to 
become tenured. To insure that all future tenure appointments are fully qualified, 
we have also recommended (above) the negotiation of a stringent set of personnel 
policies and procedures. With such policies in effect, we believe that the ratio of 
tenured to untenured faculty should be allowed rise to allow such candidates a fair 
opportunity to achieve permanent appointment . 

ADDITIONAL MATTERS 

In the course of its review the committee identified a number of issues which, 
while not immediately related to present tenure criteria and evaluation procedures, 
do seem to warrant more detailed consideration of their long-range implications. , 
One of these involves the imposition of overriding external criteria on the College 5 

procedures, the other two relate to , the extensive period after tenure has been I, 

granted .• 
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(1) Affirmative Action The College's adherence to affirmative action guidelines poses the pro~pect that 
both academic and locally determined situational criteria may in the future be 
shunted aside in order to remedy present deficiencies in minority group repre
sentation on the senior faculty. The recent federal and state legislation, 
and policies concerning Affirmative Action to provide for equal opportunity in 
employment in higher education, add a new dimension to the long run requirements 
of local personnel policies. Fulfillment of the goals of Affirmative Action 
require retention, as well as new appointment, of minorities and women. Thus 
ft will be necessary for this College to consider the goal of raising the 
number of fully qualified minority and female permanent members of the faculty 
and NTP staff as an integral part of its long run posture towards a tenure 
balance. Attention must be given to insuring sufficient flexibility in permanent 
staffing decisions to allow future openings for fully qualified minorities and 
women. 

(2) Early Retirement 
With a period of 1 i ttle or no growth in faculty size following years of rapid 
expansion, opportunities for new tenured appointments are unusually restricted 
because attrition from the tenured ranks can not be expected to exceed the low 
current rate given the present economic climate and SUNY's late compulsory 
retirement age. Kemeny estimates (see attached, pp. 93-94) that faculty 
retiring at 62-- the average age of retirement actually experienced by this 
College during the past decade--accept a 25 per cent reduction in income for 
the rest of their lives. 

The importance of overcoming that problem wfth some plan perhaps resembling 
Dartmouth College's Flexible Retirement Options, can be seen by consulting 
the Institutional Research Office's table of 11 Potential Retirees from the 
Continuing Appointment Rank." According to Mr. McNally•s computations, only 
13 faculty could be expected to rettre by 1981 tf they chose to do so at age 
65, while 35 college faculty and 5 Holcomb Learning Center staff would be 
eligfble if it were feasible to retire at age 60. (No computation for age 62 is 
provided on the table . ) It would appear, fn other words, that thr:e or four 
times as many tenured positions might be vacated during the next s1x y:a~s if 
the financial sacrifice exacted from the potential retirees could be m1t1gated 
through an early retirement option. 

(3) On-Go in~ Review Procedures 
The rev1ew of indiv1dua1 faculty members should be continued on at least some 
limited basis after the granting of tenure and in addition to those o~casions 
when it would be required for promotion tn rank. The purpose of contlnuing 
this process should be to determine, on a long range basis, whether the 
evaluation procedures do in fact result in the maintenance of a high quality 
faculty and a healthy tenure/non-tenure balance. This analysis would allow 
the evaluation procedures to be updated or amended where such changes are 
necessary. 

Members of the Committee, 
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